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ABSTRACT 

The study Online Hotel Reservation System is the design of an electronically driven 

system that will enable travelers to book hotel from anywhere in the world at their 

convenience. This is prompted by the fact that the cost of booking a hotel 

accommodation is becoming increasingly high with low information of where one can 

get a good hotel. The main objective in this study is to design a website that is user 

friendly, has a secured payment system and can provide information to customers on 

where to get hotels and at a good price. Using Imo Concord Hotel as a case study 

involves understudying the current system of reserving an accommodation at the 

hotel, critically looking at the ease and efficiency and then proffering a solution that 

will enhance productivity and prompt availability of services. Method applied in this 

work is Structured System Analysis and Design Methodology. This involves taking a 

feasibility study of the project to compare it with what is already on ground, take a 

requirement analysis and specification of the project and then create a user interface 
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that will enable effective use of the programme. The specification includes the 

hardware and software requirements, the codes of the programme and the physical 

interface. The first part of this study looked into the current system of hotel 

reservation, the constrains associated with it and the ease with which customers have 

access to information about the hotel before they can make reservations. The second 

aspect of the study now made available the instrument of technology to help 

travelers and users of hotel to be able to have information about different hotels and 

their facilities online, make payments to their choice of hotel from where ever they 

are in any part of the world. In this work the issue of choice was critically handled 

where the traveler is at liberty to make choice on the kind of hotel and the type of 

services he may require from them. This ensures direct transaction with the hotel to 

remove the role of middle men who most at times raise the cost of booking a hotel. 

The project has been able to proffer solution to the problem of intermediaries raising 

the cost of hotel accommodation and recommends a more indept study in designing a 

site that can be able to collate response from customers on their experience with 

visited hotels. This will boost the confidence of intending customers and will help 

their choice.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 

This project Hotel online hotel reservation system is a web based system which 

facilitates online reservation of hotel accommodation from anywhere in the 

world. The role of information systems and technologies in tourist companies 

management and daily operations have been widely acknowledged and 

assessed as positive (Kim et al, 2005), because establishing an online presence 

and adopting e-commerce business models increases company's 

competitiveness, profitability and efficiency . The development of online 

reservation systems for hotel accommodation, air tickets, rent-a-car and other 

travel related services have stimulated the growth of e-commerce and 

triggered a reasonable scientific research on the interrelationships between 

tourism industries and information technology, and the impacts of e-commerce 

on tourism development and companies' marketing mix strategies. Current 

paper focuses on one of the main types of online reservation systems - the 

online hotel reservation systems (OHRS) and their design. OHRSs are an 

effective method for distribution of the hotel product that helps hotels reach 

greater visibility on the market place. Online booking engines are tools to store, 

publish and update the dynamic data availability and prices, and additionally 

provide the users with a regular reservation process. Present paper adopts this 
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definition and expands it for an OHRS. A specific characteristic of the OHRS is 

that users can make and see the changes in reservation status online. This 

differ OHRS to online hotel catalogues or information providers, according to 

the terminology used by Jarvela et al.,(1999), where users can only see 

descriptions and pictures of hotels, sometimes rates but they could not check 

availability and make bookings online. This means that all business models 

which provide the possibility for an online booking (electronic 

booking service, electronic travel agent, electronic market place, and flexible 

comparison shopping services) are compatible with the above mentioned 

definition of OHRS. An OHRS has a value for its owner if only it generates 

enough bookings. Therefore, the OHRS has to compete with other systems for 

traveller's money which requires that the system possesses a competitive 

advantage - e.g. low prices, secure booking process or something else. 

However, regardless of its source, the potential competitive advantage can be 

transformed into real advantage if only the website has proper design that 

helps the website generate real bookings, not just visits. In this regard, the aim 

of current paper is to develop a conceptual marketing framework towards 

OHRS design that could be useful for marketing managers in companies owning 

an OHRS and for software developers that prepare the software running the 

system. The technical aspects of OHRS design are out of the scope of the paper. 

The paper draws on the tourism and travel website design principles identified 

in the literature, qualitative analysis of the characteristics of most popular 
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OHRSs on Bulgarian travel market, and author's personal experience with and 

participation in the development of Go Global Travel's online hotel reservation 

system. The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Next section analyses the 

existing literature on travel website design. Section III presents the theoretical 

framework of the OHRS design and introduces the user value model of the 

system. The theoretical framework is further elaborated in Section IV 

(marketing principles for OHRS design) and Section V (marketing decisions to be 

taken in the design process). The final section provides discussion and 

concludes the paper. 
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1.2 STATEMENT of PROBLEM 

The project entitled online Hotel Reservation is a web based system which 

facilitates online reservation of hotel accommodation from anywhere in the 

world. The problems associated with the former process of hotel booking 

include the following: 

- High cost of booking a hotel due to involvement of agents. 

- Limited amount of Information concerning a hotel to be booked. 

- High protocols involved in enquiry. 

- Limited amount of choice in hotel to book. 

The cost of booking a hotel reservation through travel agents and contacts have 

been quite astronomical because the middlemen add their own cost to the 

total cost. Other costs come from the process of approval, money transfer, 

authentication etc. This is quite discouraging to an intending traveller and 

therefore need attention. 

Information about good hotels in an area or a particular town are limited to 

only few individuals who are privileged to do so because of closeness or contact 

but not to the teaming number of customers who are looking for hotels to 

book. One can even have information about hotels without having information 

about the facilities in the same hotel. 

If a person wants to reserve his accommodation he would want to know the list 

of hotels in the city he wants to visit, different amenities provided in each 

hotel, the different types of rooms available, the rates of those rooms, the 
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constraints of the hotel and finally the viability of the desired rooms on the 

desired rate. 

In the old system, the number of hotels from where can make choice is 

determined by the number available to you. This to a great extent reduced the 

chances of an intending customer and choice of booking. 

Involvement of travel agents in booking of hotels will definitely increase the 

protocols involved in reaching his goal. A customer may want to enquire in 

person by making through telephone, letters etc If he want to make a choice 

between the hotels, he has to repeat the whole process for a number of hotels. 

After being satisfied with the choice he has to confirm his reservation by paying 

the amount personally or through middle persons. This process is laborious and 

his choice is limited. 

So we found the necessity of providing all the information and the facility to 

reserve his accommodation through the net so that maximum satisfaction is 

achieved by the customer with least effort. The solution we are providing to 

this is to design a website that contains information about a hotel along with 

the facilities, types of rooms and their rates. The tourist can also choose the 

room of his interest. 

1.3 OBJECTIVE OF THE STUDY 

In the field of tourism, online reservation of system for hotel accommodation, 

air tickets, rent-a-car and after travel related services have stimulated the 
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growing of e-commerce. This has triggered a reasonable scientific research on 

interrelationships between tourism industries and information technology and 

the impacts of e-commerce on tourism development and companies marketing 

mix strategies. 

The objectives of the project are as follows: 

 

1. To design a programme which is user friendly and used easily by anyone? 

2. To create a programme that has a secure online payment system to 

safeguard purchasers’ fund. 

3. To eliminate the activities of middle men that increases the rate of hotel 

accommodation and services. 

4. To bring to the disposal of a prospective customers the list of hotels rates 

and facilities. 

5. To boost the confidence of tourists and make services available at a cheap 

cost. 

6. To broaden companies competitiveness and profitability. 

 

1.4 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY. 

If a customer wants to know the list of hotels in the city, the different amenities 

provided in each hotel, types of rooms available, the rate constraints, 

availability of desired types of rooms on desired dates, he has to approach 
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travel agencies or guides available or by making enquiries in person or making 

through telephone. If the customer wants to make a choice between the 

hotels, he has to repeat the process for a number of hotels personally or 

through the middle persons which is limited. 

This is very unsatisfactory to the customer so we found the necessity of 

providing all the information and the facility to reserve his accommodation 

through the net so that maximum satisfaction is achieved by the customer. The 

solution we are providing to this is that we are developing a website that 

contains information about a hotel along with facilities, types of rooms, their 

rates and also an interface to reserve his accommodation so that the customer 

can decide the hotel of his interest. The study tends to reduce the influence 

and activities of middlemen from tourism business that increase the cost of 

reservation and prevents the customer from making desired choice. 

1.5 The scope of the project 

The case study for this project will be Concord Hotels Owerri, Imo State. This 

study will try to examine the existing method of reservation in this hotel, their 

mode of operation, extent of awareness to the public and then prefer an 

electronic system of reservation, administering service to clients and hotel 

reservation payments. 

The study will concentrate mainly on designing a website for the hotel, 

including it in the list of hotels available on the web, making available facilities 
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of the hotel on site, providing the rates of reservation and the means of 

payment of the facilities to the customers. The programme will also enable the 

management to change their rates as at when due, check the customers 

bookings and modify their facilities on the net in order to give up to date 

information. This work Is going to be web based and the system is distributed 

network. 

1.6 Limitations of the Study 

This study will not be able to cover some areas in the personnel management 

and planning. It will not maintain the way customers enter or leave the hotel. It 

will not cover the records of expenses required in the course of production, 

feeding amongst other things. It will not keep records of the manpower 

employed to carry out this process. It does not cover all the hotels in Owerri 

this due to time constrain in completing this work. 

-Getting the management of Concord Hotel to confidently explain their present 

mode of reservation and operations was not an easy task for the project. 

-Choice of appropriate compatible languages for both the web design and the 

data base was a case for concern. 

- This project would have gone further into other areas of reservation and hotel 

Management, but for the fund involved in accomplishing this invaluable task. 
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1.7 Definition of Terms 

Hotel: A place of rest for travellers. 

Reservation: booking or ordering for an accommodation ahead of the time of 
use. 

Online: Activities that are done in the internet or intranet. 

OHRS: Online Hotel Reservation System. 

Concord Hotel: One of the leading hotels in Imo State of Nigeria. 

computer reservations system: (CRS) is a computerized system used to store 

and retrieve information and conduct transactions related to air travel. 

Open Travel Alliance (OTA) 
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Computer Reservation System 

A computer reservations system (or central reservation system) (CRS) is a 

computerized system used to store and retrieve information and conduct 

transactions related to air travel. Originally designed and operated by airlines, 

CRSes were later extended for the use of travel agencies. Major CRS operations 

that book and sell tickets for multiple airlines are known as global distribution 

systems (GDS). Airlines have divested most of their direct holdings to dedicated 

GDS companies, who make their systems accessible to consumers through 

Internet gateways. Modern GDSes typically allow users to book hotel rooms 

and rental cars as well as airline tickets. They also provide access to railway 

reservations in some markets although these are not always integrated with 

the main system. 

2.1.1 Origins 

In 1946, American Airlines installed the first automated booking system, the 

experimental electromechanical Reservisor. A newer machine with temporary 

storage based on a magnetic drum, the Magnetronic Reservisor, soon followed. 

This system proved successful, and was soon being used by several airlines, as 

well as Sheraton Hotels and Goodyear for inventory control. It was seriously 

hampered by the need for local human operators to do the actual lookups; 
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ticketing agents would have to call a booking office, whose operators would 

direct a small team operating the Reservisor and then read the results over the 

telephone. There was no way for agents to directly query the system. 

2.2 Remote access 

 

In 1953, Trans-Canada Airlines (TCA) started investigating a computer-based 

system with remote terminals, testing one design on the University of 

Toronto's Manchester Mark 1 machine that summer. Though successful, the 

researchers found that input and output was a major problem. Ferranti Canada 

became involved in the project and suggested a new system using punched 

cards and a transistorized computer in place of the unreliable tube-based Mark 

I. The resulting system, ReserVec, started operation in 1962, and took over all 

booking operations in January 1963. Terminals were placed in all ofTCA's 

ticketing offices, allowing all queries and bookings to complete in about one 

second with no remote operators needed. 

In 1953, American Airlines CEO C. R. Smith chanced to sit next to R. Blair Smith, 

a senior IBM sales representative, on a flight from Los Angeles to New York. 

C.R. invited Blair to visit their Reservisor system and look for ways that IBM 

could improve the system. Blair alerted Thomas Watson Jr. that American was 

interested in a major collaboration, and a series of low-level studies started. 

Their idea of an automated Airline Reservation System (ARS) resulted in a 1959 
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venture known as the Semi-Automatic Business Research Environment (SABRE), 

launched the following year. By the time the network was completed in 

December 1964, it was the largest civil data processing system in the world. 

Other airlines soon established their own systems. Delta Air Lines launched 
the 

Delta Automated Travel Account System (DATAS) in 1968. United Airlines and 

Trans World Airlines followed in 1971 with the Apollo Reservation System and 

Programmed Airline Reservation System (PARS), respectively. Soon, travel 

agents began pushing for a system that could automate their side of the 

process by accessing the various ARSes directly to make reservations. Fearful 

this would place too much power in the hands of agents, American Airlines 

executive Robert 9. Crandall proposed creating an industry-wide Computer 

Reservation System to be a central clearing house for U.S. travel; other airlines 

demurred, citing fear of antitrust prosecution. 

2.3 TraveI agent access 

In 1976, United began offering its Apollo system to travel agents; while it would 

not allow the agents to book tickets on United's competitors, the marketing 

value of the convenient terminal proved indispensable. SABRE, PARS, and 

DATAS were soon released to travel agents as well. Following airline 

deregulation in 1978, an efficient CRS proved particularly important; by some 

counts, Texas Air executive Frank Lorenzo purchased money-losing Eastern Air 

Lines specifically to gain control of its SystemOne CRS. 
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Also in 1976 Videcom international with British Airways, British Caledonian and 

CCL launched Travicom, the world's first multi-access reservations system 

(wholly based on Videcom technology), forming a network providing 

distribution for initially 2 and subsequently 49 subscribing international airlines 

(including British Airways, British Caledonian, TWA , Pan American World 

Airways, Qantas, Singapore Airlines, Air France, Lufthansa, SAS, Air Canada, 

KLM, Alitalia, Cathay Pacific and JAL) to thousands of travel agents in the UK. It 

allowed agents and airlines to communicate via a common distribution 

language and network, handling 97% of UK airline business trade bookings by 

1987. The system went on to be replicated by Videcom in other areas of the 

World including the Middle East (DMARS), New Zealand, Kuwait (KMARS), 

Ireland, Caribbean, United States and Hong Kong. Travicom was a trading name 

for Travel Automation Services Ltd. When BA (who by then owned 100% of 

Travel Automation Services Ltd) chose to participate in the development of the 

Galileo system Travicom changed its trading name to Galileo UK and a 

migration process was put in place to move agencies from Travicom to Galileo. 

European airlines also began to invest in the field in the 1980s initially by 

deploying their own reservations systems in their homeland, propelled by 

growth in demand for travel as well as technological advances which allowed 

GDSes to offer ever-increasing services and searching power. In 1987, a 

consortium led by Air France and West Germany's Lufthansa developed 

Amadeus, modelled on SystemOne. Amadeus Global Travel Distribution was 
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launched in 1992. In 1990, Delta, Northwest Airlines, and Trans World Airlines 

formed Worldspan, and in 1993, another consortium (including British Airways, 

KLM, and United Airlines, among others) formed the competing company 

Galileo International based on Apollo. Numerous smaller companies such as 

KIU have also formed, aimed at niche markets not catered for by the four 

largest networks, including the Low Cost Carrier segment, and small and 

medium size domestic and regional airlines. 

2.4 What is Hospitality Management 

Hospitality management is the sum total organization involved in planning, 

controlling, supervising and co-ordinating all the human and other material 

resources which meant to provide comfort, conveniences, satisfaction and 

acceptable services to guests or any persons in a friendly and hospitable 

atmosphere in order to minimize complaints, uncomplimentary statements and 

to reduce waste of these resources. 

2.4.1 Hospitality Defined. 

This is an environment whose aims are to provide comfortable, suitable 

accommodation and safe catering services that is safe foods and drinks in a 

friendly hospitable and pleasing manner to whosoever needs such provisions. 

Hospitality industry also provide ancillary services such as entertainment, car 

hire services, telephone and telex services or other e-mail services that is 

(electronic mail services) recreational services, laundry services and security 

services. However it is to be noted that all the aforementioned services have to 
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be paid for. Examples of hospitality industries are Hotels, Motels, Guesthouses, 

Catering Establishment, Restaurant and Bars, Hospitals and Health Centres. We 

shall come to them in a later part of this course unit. 

2.4.2 History of Hospitality Management 

If you have a visitor from another town who arrive late, how will you receive 

him till the day break? The nature and structure of hospitality management can 

firstly be compared with our culture and tradition of providing a sleeping area 

and eating during our visit to a relative. When we travel out of our home to 

visit a relation, that relative will cook food to eat, provide an area to sleep, 

water to drink and to bath. Whether the relation's gesture and provision for 

these services are appreciated will be determined by the satisfaction the visitor 

received and the impression he has about the way the hospitality treatment 

was handled. This is the remote beginning of hospitality management in 

Nigeria. To add more while you are still in your relation house, arrangement 

would be made on how to: 

(v) Keep your sleeping environment clean. 

 (vi) Sweep the room everyday.  

(vii) Wash clothes if possible. 
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Likewise, the trends of hospitality management development graduated from 

cultural level to commercial and to a more technological advanced level. The 

history of hospitality could therefore be traced to domestic hospitality. This 

period witnessed the humble beginning of domestic accommodation. The 

lodging of travellers and visitors from one geographical area, who for one 

reason or the other had to travel to other places. Prior to that development 

time, travellers who needed accommodation, food and entertainment in their 

journeys depended solely on close relatives, friends and acquaintances to host 

them. The same attitudes and behaviours are still very common in our society 

regardless of sex and occupational positions. The reason is that Nigerians are so 

caring and hospitable. 

History of Hospitality Management in Europe 

In Europe, travelling in the 18th century was an activity usually undertaken by a 

few wealthy, rich and educated individuals. These travelers preferred to move 

together and when night came, they would all want to stay at a common place 

called INN, which was a public house where lodgings, drinks and meals were 

provided for a small amount of money or through trade by barter system. 

This is the exchange of goods for goods or services for services. Example, I have 

plenty shirts and trousers. If I give you some of my foods, you will also in return 

give me some of your dresses. This is trade by barter. At this stage, the 

emphasis was on providing hospitality treatment rather than making financial 

profit. In Europe, the era of monasteries activities promoted building of 
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missionary houses called Rest-houses catering rest houses. Note well, a 

monastery is a system of living together under one religion belief in the same 

area. People were employed to assist to keep the place clean and provided 

foods. They were called INN-KEEPERS. An influx in the number of Inn users 

increased demands for accommodation services that shifted the system to 

financial profit making ventures. The missionaries while realizing the 

tremendous potentials in accommodation and catering services started to build 

more guest houses and more catering rest-houses in different location. 

2.5 History of Hotels in Nigeria 

Comprising of 250 ethnic groups, Nigeria offers diversity that makes it one of 

the finest attractions in the whole of Africa. The Republic of Nigeria houses 

people of different religion speaking different languages and yet uniting into 

cohesive group that makes it so colourful and volatile. Nigeria is the most 

populous country in Africa and accounts for more than 50% of the population 

of West Africa. Basically a rural economy with about three quarters of the 

people living in the rural areas, Nigeria has plenty to offer to the world of 

tourism. The tourists can explore the rich resources of the country during their 

visits in the month between December and March when the weather condition 

Is quite congenial and suitable for explorations. 

History OF Hospitality Management in Nigeria In Nigeria, hospitality industry 

began with the arrival of the missionaries on one and the trans-Saharan trade 

on the other hand. The missionaries are the white men who brought religion of 
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Christianity to Nigeria. The work of the missionary necessitated them to build 

their rest houses and provided catering services after their evangelical work at 

the end of the day. As they move from one geographical region to another in 

Nigeria, so they built rest-houses and catering rest-houses. People were 

engaged and called the domestic servants. An increase in the in the number of 

convert who became Pastors, Evangelists and Bishops were transferred to 

distant places. Accommodation and catering services were provided for them. 

This was how Rest-Houses and Catering Rest-Houses started in Nigeria. 

The Second Stage- (Nigeria Railways 1928) 

The second stage of hospitality management came when railway as a means - 

of mechanized transport came to Nigeria in 1928. The use; of wagon in Nigeria 

encouraged more people to travel most especially from Lagos by rail to Kano. 

The Hausas would come to the south to buy kola nuts while the Yorubas went 

to the north to buy groundnuts. These travelling activities had another positive 

impact on hospitality industry as the demand for sleeping facilities and eating 

increased. The first recognized catering organization was the Nigerian Railway 

Caterers Limited. They contributed in no small measure to building of Guest 

Houses whose aim was to provide accommodation and catering services for 

their staff and other travelers. It is also worth mentioning that inside the train 

wagons were provided sleeping beds, foods and drinks. The era of railway in 

Nigeria was the period of people's awareness about hotel and relaxation 

centres. Government also started to invest in hotel industry, private individuals 

also participated. 
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The Third Stage (1945). 

After the second world war, (1939 - 1945), there was importation of cars into 

the country. This also promoted urbanization because many roads were 

constructed to enable accessibility from one geographical area to another. 

Roads were constructed by the then colonial government from north to west, 

west to south, south to east and east to the north. More people had 

opportunity to travel far and near within the country for pleasure, relaxation, 

business and official work. Hotels and Guest Houses were also on the increase 

to meet up with the demands while people were provided job opportunities. 

The Last Stage (1958). 

The final stage of hospitality management was the time when the civil aviation 

started operation in Nigeria. This was the period of more sophisticated, 

technological advancement in transport industry. Aircraft came to Nigeria, 

since that period, Nigeria started to receive international people called the 

foreigners, expatriate, international tourist. The incoming of foreigners 

encouraged and promoted tremendous improvement on accommodation 

services and catering services to meet up with the international standards. We 

had the Nigeria hotels Limited who was formerly the Nigeria Railway caterers 

Limited. The first standard hotel of its kind was built in Kano called Central 

Hotel Kano. Other Hotels operated under the Nigeria Hotels limited were: 

(viii) Premier Hotel in Ibadan 
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(ix) Lafia Hotel in Ibadan 

(x) Ikoyi Hotel in Lagos 

(xi) Metropolitan Hotel in Calabar 

(xii) Hamdala Hotel in Kaduna 

(xiii) Airport Hotel in Lagos 

(xiv) Hill station Hotel in Jos 

Thereafter, Arewa Hotels Limited came as consultant and specialist in 

hospitality management and took over the management of these hotels 

- Daula hotel in Kano 

- Durba Hotel in kaduna 

- Durba hotel in Badagry in Lagos state 

- Kwara Hotels in Ilorin 

- Hawala Hotels in Bauchi 

- Zarander Hotel in Bauchi 

The Ibru organization in Nigeria also went into hospitality management 

business and is managing: 

Sheraton Hotel in Lagos  

Sheraton Hotel in Abuja  
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Nicon-Nuga hotel in Abuja 

2.6 Marketing principles of OHRS design 

Website design has attracted the attention of researchers (e.g. Lynch and 

Horton, 2002; Palmer, 2002; Stone et al., 2005), because the quality of the 

website influences the expected service quality (Jeong et al, 2005) and 

contributes to website loyalty (Srinivasan et al., 2002). Lynch and Horton (2002) 

list general principles of a website design as user-centred and a user friendly 

interface with easy navigation, no dead-end pages, efficient hierarchy of 

information, bandwidth and interaction, simplicity and consistency, design 

integrity and stability, feedback and dialog provided Ipy the system's design 

(interactivity). An empirical survey undertaken by Udo and Marquis (2000) 

shows that an effective website design must have short download time, easy 

navigation, use graphics that do not take too long to load, use animations that 

are not distracting, must be highly interactive and careful with the use of 

frames, choice of grammar and colour combination and shows high degree of 

cohesion and consistency throughout the pages. Another study by Lim (2002) 

reveals the designer has to follow a sequential progression, mimic real-life 

scripts, provide visual indicators, place functionality above aesthetics and avoid 

conditioning automatic actions in order to enhance the usability of online store 

interfaces. Considering the above mentioned general website design principles 

and the website dimensions and attributes identified as important to users in 

the empirical literature we can derive several marketing principles marketers 
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and IT specialist should adhere to in order the online hotel reservation system 

they develop to be competitive: - Ease of use/Easy navigation. This is the most 

important marketing principle stated in every research (e.g. Netlsen, 2000). 

Flavian et al. (2006) show that greater usability has a positive influence on user 

satisfaction and this also generates higher website loyalty. If the OHRS does not 

have a user friendly interface its price competitiveness will be offset by the 

unwillingness of the external users (suppliers, agents, clients) to use the 

system. The ease of use also requires the sequential pages in the OHRS to 

follow the natural procedures in hotel booking process and the hyperlinks 

between them to allow easy navigation in the system (see for example 

Bainbridge, 2003a). 

- Information sufficiency/completeness. The hospitality product is in its essence 

a service which cannot be visualised. Therefore, agents and potential clients 

will make decisions on the quality of the accommodation service based on 

elements like descriptions and pictures of hotel facilities, the category of the 

property, location maps, customer reviews, etc. In this regard, the information 

provided in the system must be sufficient for the agents' and clients' proper 

choice. 

This principle is directly connected to the database management function in 

OHRSs. The more detailed the description of the property and more the 

pictures, the more informed the agents'/clients' choice of hotel 

accommodation. Jeong et al. (2005) find that richness of information and the 
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ease of use are the most important determinants of perceived website quality, 

which, in turn, influences customers' expectations of the quality, value, and 

attractiveness of the lodging property featured on the website. 

- Information transparency. Despite sufficient, the information must also be 

transparent. This is particularly required for prices. In some systems, clients are 

charged additional service/facilitation/handling/processing fees (to name Just 

few of them) which cloud the price per room per night the client is going to 

pay. Although the application of additional fees is widespread, we think that it 

is better all charges to be included in the offered rate per room per night, so 

that the client could make a clear price comparison with other OHRSs which 

will also stimulate trust in the system and the new bookings. - 

Customisation/Personalized service. Srinivasan et al. (2002) state that 

customisation of the website is one of the key attributes of websites that leads 

to users' website loyalty. OHRSs are designed to serve every customer or agent 

and therefore have a standardised interface. However, personalized service can 

be achieved through customization of the interface and the reservations. The 

customisation of reservations means that the external user of the system can 

view and keep track of its own past and active bookings through limited access 

to the system. Additionally, some Global Distribution Systems allow the 

customisation of user's interface itself - the user can choose the functions and 

the input search criteria sections he/she can see in the interface. Furthermore, 

other OHRSs offer the option to print a voucher with agent's name, logo and 
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contact details to be presented by the client at check-in, which facilitates the 

daily operations of travel agents and creates value for them (hence, handling of 

documents is included in the OHRS's marketing model as a major function). 

customer if it can be integrated with other systems (see next section of the 

paper) which can be achieved if only the software of the system is compatible 

with the software of other systems. This has been widely acknowledged by 

tourism practitioners. In this regard, several tens of companies from the travel 

and tourism industry and the IT sector have established the OpenTravel 

Alliance (OTA) (http://www.opentravel.org). Members of the alliance 

acknowledge that "the travel industry needs common technical specifications 

electronic for the communication of information. Travel industry business and 

technology leaders responsible for product distribution are working together 

through the OTA to transform the travel industry 

into one global supermarket of products and services. This will be realized 

through development of a commonly accepted communications process using 

XML." (http://www.opentravel.org/about.cfm). 

• Interactivity. Interactivity is a multidimensional construct. Downes and 

McMillan (2000) identify the following dimensions that create the interactivity 

concept in computer-mediated communications. 

• Participants perceive that they have greater control of the communication 

environment. 
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• Participants find the communication to be responsive. 

• Individuals perceive that the goal of communication is more oriented to 

exchanging information than to attempting to persuade. Authors' findings have 

important implications for the OURS design from both marketing and technical 

perspectives. The OHRS is interactive when: 

• The system provides customer feedback options - e.g. customer review 

platforms and blogs, email / telephone / Skype / ICQ for customer service. 

• The system has features for customer support service by the sales force and 

the IT department of the system's owner, so that the user could feel support 

when using the system. 

• The system displays customised information for the users - it is achieved by 

the authorised access to the system allowing users to see only their bookings, 

by cookies which remember the previous search results from the computer 

with a particular IP address, or by manual customisation of the interface by the 

user. 

• The information provided about the properties is not biased and descriptions 

follow standard format, e.g. bulleted lists about hotel facilities and room 

amenities. 

• The user has more control on the information provided by the system - it is 

achieved by the multiple search options for hotel accommodation (e.g. by 

name, star category, location, specific hotel facilities or room amenities, price, 
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availability), the customisation of the search results (e.g. number of hotels per 

page, sort by price, by name or by location), saving search results for easy 

future reference. Marketing decisions in the OHRS design process Following the 

principles of an OHRS design does not guarantee that the system will be 

competitive. Not all functions *in a website are valued equally by the users. 

Nysveen et al (2003), for example, show that search engines, service 

integration, and personalization are the most preferred value-added services by 

the customers. Therefore, marketing managers must make many decisions 

concerning the particular design of the system and its specific functions which 

affect the value of the system. The most important marketing decisions are 

discussed below. Business-to-business (B2B) or business-to-consumer (B2C) 

reservation system For us this is the main problem as its solution 

predetermines the other marketing decisions in the OHRS design process. 

When an OHRS is agents oriented, i.e. B2B type systems , it should be with 

limited access by default, so that each agent has its own username and 

password to access the system and keep track of its own bookings (the 

customisation of reservations, discussed in previous section). Working with 

agents facilitates the marketing efforts of the tour operator / hotel chain in 

sales promotions, because the users of the system are identifiable subjects. As 

a result of the smaller number of users, payments are also easier -once a 

month or another time basis. It is possible that the owner of the system gives a 

credit limit to each user, which the latter can use to issue vouchers for already 

confirmed but not yet paid to the tour operator / hotel chain bookings. On the 
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other hand, working with agents means that the tour operator / hotel chain 

does not have a direct relationship with the end consumer and could not 

influence the sale process - it is determined by the agent. The orientation 

towards the end consumer, B2C systems like. This shortens the chain between 

the supplier of the accommodation services and the user of these services. End 

consumers also have greater choice of hotels which is not limited by the travel 

agent. In this way, the end customers transform themselves in "self tour 

operators" as they organize their own trip. Such systems are of an open type 

without username and password. Usually, after reservation the client receives 

an automatically generated e-mail with the reference number of the booking 

and (not always) an access code, valid for this particular booking With the help 

of the reference number and the access code, the client could see the status of 

the booking online and eventually make changes in it. This is considered a 

customisation of reservations too, because only the person who made the 

booking in the system could know both the reference number and the access 

code for it. It is also possible that, for verification reasons, instead of an access 

code the booking details can be accessed with reference number and a valid e-

mail address (specified during the booking process). In B2C systems, the sales 

promotion is a much harder task, because theoretically users are all people 

who have access to internet. The lower number of middlemen between the 

supplier and the end consumer creates conditions for price reductions. 

However, this situation is rarely observed in practice, because many B2C 

systems]) support also a restricted section for travel agents in which prices for 
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hotel accommodation are lower than the prices for direct customers. Instead of 

decreasing the rates for the end consumers, the difference between the price 

for clients and for agents creates additional profit for the tour operator / the 

hotel chain. That's why most of the B2B systems are transformed into hybrid 

systems or establish new end customer oriented systems. (e.g. Cendant 

Corporation supports the B2B system [2] and the B2C system. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS AND DESIGN METHODOLOGY 

3.1 Systems Analysis 

System analysis is the study of a business area in order to find out the 

weakness areas and proffer a solution. It is also an explicit formal inquiry 

carried out to help someone (referred to as the decision maker) identify a main 

course of action and make a better decision than he might otherwise have 

made. Basically, system analysis is a problem-solving technique which entails 

breaking down an intellectual or substantial whole into parts in order to 

perform a system design for a system in development. For the fact that system 

analysis is all about problem-solving, we should note that there are different 

approaches to system analysis. Hence, the common system analyses 

approaches include object oriented analysis, structured analysis, discovery 

prototyping etc. 

3.2 Analysis of the present System 

A visit to concord hotel limited has revealed some of the problem areas that 

justify the relevance of this study, concord hotel limited is one of the leading 

hotels around that has been in existence for many years. The hotel is a private 

hotel serving a population of people living in and around geographical areas of 

Owerri, Imo State. 
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The hotel is comprised of departments: Rooms Division (incl. Front Office). 

Food & Beverage Department, Sales & Marketing Division, Accounting Division -

Engineering and Maintenance Division - Security Division - Human Resources 

Division. 

The guests are admitted by receptionist to the hotel and followed up by the 
hotel 

Services attendants. 

At first, before a guest is admitted, the receptionist guest has to be registered 

.The registration involves just writing the guest's name, age and date. When 

this is done and payment made, a hotel key and card bearing a room number is 

issued to the guest .Afterwards a record is created for that guest, and the guest 

is then directed to his or her own room. 

Once a guest occupies a room, other services are made available to the guest 

which includes handle luggage for hotel guests, Provide information regarding 

features of rooms, service of hotel and points of interest. Assist guests with 

special needs, Attend to group arrivals and departures. Handle guests’ 

complaints, Attend to baggage problems. In addition every staff of the hotel 

work hand in hand to ensure maximum satisfaction of their guests. Here is a 

brief description of their functions; 
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Management  

General Manager 

The General Manager oversees all aspects of the hotel operations including: 
guest 

Relations, front desk, housekeeping, maintenance, finances, team building, and 
staff 

development. The General Manager must possess strong communication skills, 

both verbal and written, and demonstrate outstanding leadership. The 

manager must be able to delegate responsibilities, organize complex projects, 

and establish priorities consistent with hotel objectives. 

Assistant General Manager. 

 

The Assistant General Manager position will support the General Manager with 

all aspects of the hotel operations. The Assistant General Manager must also 

demonstrate strong communication skills and superior leadership abilities. 

Front Office Manager 

The Front Office Manager is responsible for all duties of the front desk 

operation which includes: staff training, inter-department communications, 

and staff scheduling. The FOM usually works a regularly scheduled front desk 

shift and must be available to work any shift as needed. The Front Office 
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Manager should possess strong communication skills and demonstrate 

leadership abilities. 

Service Agent 

Guest Service Agents are responsible for greeting and registering the guest, 

providing outstanding guest service during their stay, and settling the guest's 

account upon completion of their stay. However, the realm of responsibilities 

will extend beyond that of a typical front desk agent. This allows the Guest 

Service Agent to expand their skill sets and work in a fast paced environment 

with new challenges daily. Primary responsibilities include: registering guests, 

making and modifying reservations, hotel operator, and concierge duties. Guest 

Service Agents must possess a positive and upbeat personality with a desire to 

deliver outstanding customer service to our guests. Guest Service Agents must 

have the ability to multi-task, be detail-oriented, and be able to problem solve 

in order to effectively deal with internal and external customers. 

Night Auditor 

Night Auditors are responsible for the front desk operation during the 

overnight shift. Primary responsibilities include: registering guests, making 

reservations, preparing daily reports, balancing transactions, and conducting 

security walks. Night Auditors must be able to work independently and with 

minimal supervision. They must also be able to problem solve and troubleshoot 
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in order to resolve guest issues that may arise and respond to emergency 

situations. 

Security 

The Security position will encompass aspects of both the Night Audit and Front 

Desk positions as well as overseeing the safety and security of the hotel and 

guests throughout the evening hours. Additional responsibilities include: 

conducting security walks throughout the hotel property and responding to 

guest requests and any noise complaints. Security agents must be able to 

problem solve and troubleshoot in order to resolve guest issues and respond 

appropriately to emergency situations. 

Van Driver/Bellman 

Van Drivers are responsible for transporting guests to and from the hotel to 
local 

area attractions as well as assisting the guest with recommendations for 

restaurants and tourist activities. The Van Driver is also expected to support 

with front desk operations. Primary responsibilities include: driving guests to 

designated locations, assisting guests with luggage, maintaining vehicle 

cleanliness, and concierge duties. Van Drivers must have strong analytical and 

navigation skills with the ability to coordinate multiple pick-ups and drop-offs 

on a schedule under continuously changing circumstances. A valid driver's 

license and acceptable driving record is required. 
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Sales Department  

Director of Sales 

The Director of Sales is responsible for maximizing the occupancy and the 

average daily rate of the hotel, while upholding excellent guest service and 

accommodations to all guests. This position will work closely with the hotel's 

preferred accounts and group reservations. The Director of Sales manages the 

sales effort and supports the General Manager on operational issues. This 

position requires excellent communication skills, both written and verbal. 

Sales Manager 

The Sales Manager assists the Director of Sales to increase corporate client 

base through consistent solicitations while establishing trust and rapport with 

clients to generate and boost revenues for the hotel. The Sales Manager 

services new and existing accounts to ensure repeat business. This position 

requires excellent communication skills, both written and verbal. 

Sales Coordinator 

The Sales Coordinator assists the Director of Sales and Sales Manager in sales 

operations including: reserving meetings and conferences, coordinating 

wedding groups, general administrative functions, and arranging sales blitzes 
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and giveaways. This position requires strong communication skills, both written 

and verbal. 

Sales & Catering Assistant 

The Sales & Catering Assistant is responsible for assisting -the Sales team by 

booking and servicing groups, meeting rooms and conferences while providing 

exceptional customer service to guests and clients of the hotel. This position 

requires excellent guest service skills and the ability to understand the guests' 

needs and ideas. 

Housekeeping : 

Executive Housekeeper 

The Executive Housekeeper is responsible for all duties of the housekeeping 

operation and cleanliness levels in all areas of the property. Responsibilities 

include: staff training, inter- department communications, and staff scheduling. 

The Executive Housekeeper will promote an atmosphere that insures the 

company mission statement, "Friendliness and Cleanliness". This position 

requires strong attention to detail, leadership skills, and the ability to 

effectively deal with department heads, guests, and team members. 
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Assistant Executive Housekeeper 

The Assistant Executive Housekeeper supports the Executive Housekeeper in all 

duties of the housekeeping operation and cleanliness levels in all areas of the 

property. Responsibilities include: staff training, rater-department 

communications, and staff scheduling. The Assistant Executive will promote an 

atmosphere that insures the company mission statement, "Friendliness and 

Cleanliness". This position requires strong attention to detail, leadership skills, 

and the ability to effectively deal with department heads, guests, and team 

members. 

Continental Breakfast Attendant 

The Continental Breakfast Attendant is responsible for setting up the daily 

complimentary continental breakfast, ensuring that the breakfast items are 

well stocked, and cleaning up after breakfast. This position requires multi-

tasking abilities and ability to effectively communicate with guests regarding 

breakfast offerings and basic hotel information. A valid Food Handler's permit is 

required. 

House person 

The House person is responsible for maintaining the cleanliness and 

appearance of the hotel and providing customers with quality service in a 

timely and friendly manner. Responsibilities vary but may include: cleaning and 

maintaining the appearance of the public areas of the hotel, deep cleaning of 

assigned areas, setting-up and maintaining complimentary hotel lobby 
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functions including the coffee service and nightly concierge events, cleaning 

and setting-up meeting room functions, restocking housekeeping stations, 

delivering service items to guest rooms upon requests from the front desk, and 

driving shuttle van when needed. 

Room Attendant 

Room Attendants are responsible for the cleanliness of guest rooms, hallways, 

and public areas in the hotel. Responsibilities include: servicing guest rooms 

daily in accordance with hotel procedures, stocking cart with room supplies, 

and replacing bed linens and replenishing guest room supplies. This position 

requires strong attention to detail, ability to communicate effectively with 

guests and team 

members verbally or in written form, and the ability to bend, lift, and be 

standing or walking all day. 

Maintenance 

 Chief Maintenance Engineer 

The Chief Maintenance Engineer is responsible for maintaining the overall 

operation of the maintenance department and the appearance and working 

order of the hotel. The engineer must be able to work independently, as well 

as, with others. Responsibilities may include: maintaining the exterior of the 

building, parking lot, and common areas, driving shuttle van as needed, 
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maintaining all equipment in guest rooms, conducting monthly safety 

inspections and training the staff on safety and emergency procedures, and 

working with vendors. The Chief Maintenance Engineer must be willing to 

respond to emergencies, even if after hours, and work with corporate 

maintenance on special remodelling projects or capital expenditure needs. This 

position requires overall maintenance knowledge and trouble shooting ability 

with skills in painting, HVAC, carpentry, equipment, and tool usage. 

Assistant Maintenance 

 The Assistant Maintenance Engineer supports the Chief Engineer in 
maintaining 

overall appearance and working order of the hotel. This position must be able 

to work independently as well as with others. The Assistant maintenance 

position requires overall maintenance knowledge and trouble shooting ability 

with skills in painting, HVAC, carpentry, equipment, and tool usage. 

3.3 DATA COLLECTION METHOD 

The methods used are; 

1) Reviewing of the procedural manuals 

2) Evaluation of relevant forms, ' 3) 

Interviewing of relevant persons 4) 

Observation 
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3.4 PROBLEMS OF THE EXISTING SYSTEM 

A look at the current system reveals the problems or demerits associated with 

the system. These problems are discussed below. 

^ Consumes much time: In the current system one has to spend time moving 

from his location to the hotel to book a room. You need to drive through the 

traffic jam on the highway and be physically present in the company's park to 

book your ticket. On the part of the Entrepreneur, much time is spent as he 

moves place to place, people to people in attempt to create awareness. 

»> Customer disappointment: In the current system ,there have been cases of (     

customers who come to the hotel to book for a room or more only for them to 

find out that the rooms are all occupied and not available. This constitutes 

serious disappointment to the customers. 

*^ Requires huge manpower: Much man labour force or employees are 

engaged in running the current system. The objective of every business is to 

minimize cost and maximize profit. Thus, this is a demerit to business. 

•^ Extra cost: On the part of the Entrepreneur, it of extra cost to engage 

many employees when some of the Jobs can be done by the internet. 

^ Inaccurate and untimely data: Poor real time reporting mechanism and low 

information processing speed of the present system will lead to wrong 

inventory information and associated record. 
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^* Storage management: the present system consumes more physical space 

due to over dependence on manual paper work. 

^ High occurrence of Inconsistencies/duplication as a result of decentralization 

 of the information unit. 

From the above analysis one can draw conclusion that the company is running 

great loss with the present system. 

 3.5  Importance of the Proposed System 

The proposed solution is important because it is modular in nature. It is easy to 

use, it can be reused, users can understand it easily and it can be effectively 

managed due to its flexibility. Also this will reduce paper work making work 

processing very easy. other benefits include: 

 

Reduce Your Costs 

Guests confirm accommodation in real-time at your website, closing the sale 

immediately. Valuable reservations staff time is saved because reservation 

requests will no longer have to be processed. By automating your sales process, 

you will be able to handle the same amount of transactions, or more, at a much 

lower cost. 

Moreover you will also gain significant control over your margins and pricing 

strategy. 
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Improve Customer Satisfaction 

Online Hotel Reservation System provides accommodation for guest providers 

through online reservations Guests are able to check available rooms on the 

dates and complete a booking online making the reservation process more 

efficient and less time consuming to both parties. 

Boost Your Sales 

Increase your Website Potential. Visitors of your web site can have immediate 

and easy access to a full array of travel products and services. 

3.6 Analysis of the Proposed System 

The proposed system is -developed with online reservation features for guests 

who live far from the hotel .security, information integrity and ease of work in 

mind. It requires a username and password to gain access into the guest 

module. The user is given the option to register to create his or her login 

information for access into guests' module. In the system, the user registers as 

a new guest by entering the guest personal details like; name, sex, contacts, 

address and so on. The guest information is now saved to the database server. 

Once the registration is complete the system displays to the user a 

confirmation number indicating that the registration was successful. The user is 

now required to print out the confirmation number to be used for identification 

at the hotel. 
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With the guest name and ticket number created, guest information can be 

searched and compared by the computer server at any time to verify to 

authenticity of the user before the user is granted access to the hotel room .it 

also makes record, access and retrieval very fast. 

The program also has the feature that handles admin information and the 

guests that have been created. Also the reservation history of the guest can 

equally be accessed and retrieved for official purposes, making the system able 

to keep a comprehensive record of registrations and reservations. 

How Feasible Is the Proposed System 

Some factors were considered by comparing it with both the new system and 

the existing system. 

PRODUCTIVITY: The new system provides guest with the facility to make 

reservations with ease and at their own comfort, thereby bringing more 

customers to the hotel with less stress. 

MARKETAB ILITY: It also markets the products and services of the hotel on the 

Internet. 

SECURITY: The new system has security feature which require username and 

password to gain access to the system, when compared to manual way of file 

keeping on the shelf which can be tampered with. 
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COST: The cost of running the new system is comparatively less when 

compared to the existing system. 

TIME: It takes less time to access information when compared to the existing 

system. Also data modification and generation can be done within seconds in 

the proposed system. 

MANPOWER: In the proposed system, the number of workers Is relatively less 

compared to the existing system. 

  Aims and Objectives 

The main aim behind the proposed system is to develop a system that will 

enhance information integrity, support hotel decision. 

 3.7  Methodology 

This is the method followed from the beginning to the completion of the 

system in development. Therefore it is necessary here to outline and discuss 

some of the methods adopted in the systems analysis. The purpose is to 

understand the high level model of the proposed system. 

Structured analysis, information engineering are the methods used for analysis.  

3.7.1 System Structured Analysis and Development Methodology (SSADM) 

Structured analysis is a method for analyzing and converting business 

requirements into specifications and ultimately, computer programs, hardware 
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configurations and related manual procedures. It uses diagrammatic and step-

wise technique to give a more precise (structured) definition that is 

understandable by both users and developers which interprets the system 

concepts into data flow diagrams. Structured system analysis and design 

methodology (SSADM) is a fundamental 

tool for systems analysis. SSADM presents three different views of the system 

which are the logical view, data view and the entity behavior; 

Logical Data view — the process of identifying, modeling and documenting the 

data requirements of the system being designed. 

Data view — the process of identifying, modeling and documenting how data 

moves around an information system. Data Flow Modeling examines processes 

(activities that transform data from one form to another), data stores (the 

holding areas for data), external entities (what sends data into a system or 

receives data from a system, and dataflows (routes by which data can flow). To 

achieve this, a user-friendly interface was designed to enable the users type in 

the data into the system (The application software to carry out the processing). 

Entity Behavior view — the process of identifying, modeling and documenting 

the events that affect each entity and the sequence in which these events 

occur. This emphasizes more on the-documentation of the system. 

These views therefore separate the system into logical and physical aspects. 

This methodology has an advantage of involving the users in each stage of the 
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development making the implementation of the system easy and fast .It also 

makes for more effective management of the project. In addition, it has well 

defined techniques and documentation. 

 
3.7.2 Steps involved in SSADM 
 

1. Feasibility Study — the processes and protocols in the hotel has been 

analyzed and it has been discovered that the system can cost effectively 

support the business requirements. 

2. Requirements Analysis - this stage emphasizes on the identification of the 

requirements of the system to be developed and the current business 

environment in terms of the processes carried out and the data structures 

involved. It was discovered that the hotel requires staffs that are 

computer literate, constant power supply and a dedicated IT office. 

3. Requirements Specification - this stage involves detailing functional and non-

functional requirements that are identified .And new techniques that are 

introduced to define the required processing and data structures. The new 

system requires registration of guest first by the receptionist and later on, an 

update can be performed on the guest records by the hotel physician to reflect 

the current state of the guest in the hotel. 

4. Logical System Specification — technical systems options are produced and 

the logical design of update and enquiry processing and system dialogues. 
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5. Physical Design — a physical database design and a set of program 

specifications are created using the logical system specification and technical 

system specification. In relation to this study ,we designed 

• A user interface 

• The application software to carry out the processing and 

• A database called hotel data base 

3.8  Information Engineering 

Information Engineering (IE) is an approach to designing and developing 

information systems. It is a model driven and data-centred but process 

sensitive technique to plan, analyse, and design information systems. 

Information engineering models help to illustrate and combine the systems 

data and processes. 

The data model in information engineering is called 'Entity relationship 

diagrams'. The process model in IE uses data flow diagrams for better 

understanding of the operational processing needs of the organization. 

Information engineering is a data-centered and process-sensitive technique. It 
is referred to be a data-centered model because it emphasizes the study and 
requirements analysis of data requirement before those of the process and 
interface requirements. 

However, system analysts uses entity relationship diagrams (ERDs) to model 

the system's raw data before the use of data flow diagrams that shows how 

those data will be captured, used and maintained. 
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In as much as information engineering attempts to synchronize data and 

process models, structured analysis can do also equally. Information 

engineering differs from structured analysis in that it draws the data model 

first, while structured analysis draws the process model first. 
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 DATA FLOW DIAGRAM  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 3.1      DATA FLOW DIAGRAM 
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Hotel organizational chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig: 3.2             Source: Author 
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C H A P T E R  F O U R  

4.0 SYSTEM DESIGN 

4.1 Introduction 

In designing this system, input data and instruction are sent into the system for 

processing to determine the required output. This gives an overview from the 

input all through the database to the output. The new system is a centrally 

controlled Web-based system for conducting teachers evaluation.  The server is 

the system running   Apache 2.2 and MySQL5.0 database management system 

which acts as the back-end database engine. However, localhost is used as the 

server on a local area network.  Programs called server scripts written in PHP 

run at the localhost server which dynamically generate Web forms using 

information stored in the back-end database.  These forms are then displayed on 

the clients web browsers.  Students use the displayed forms to complete the 

evaluation and send the data to the server which then stores them in the back-end 

database.  Communication between the web server and the database is 

accomplished using PHP server scripts.  
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4.2 Main menu 

 The main menu is the control center which will call other modules in the 

program; 

The main menu includes admin main menu and user main menu.  

4.2.1 Program module specification 

User Authentication Module:  the authentication program rejects or allows a user 

to gain access into the application .It requires a registered username and a 

password before a user can access user modules of the program. 

Admin Authentication Module:  this module requires  admin username and 

password to access admin section of the program. 

Admin Main menu Module: the admin main menu module contains other sub 

modules like, Manage users, Manage Rooms, Add Rooms, Check Ticket, Send 

Teller, Logout. 

User  Main menu Module: user main menu module include the following sub 
modules; Reservation, Add Reservation, Edit Reservation, Print Reservation. 
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4.3 Database Specification 

The database used in developing the application is called evaluation_db.it 
consists of  the following tables;  

The database used in developing the application is called hotel_db.it consists 
several tables; user details table and reservation table 

Table 4.1 User details table 

Field name Data type Field size description 

user_id Integer 20  

user_name Text 50  

first_name Text 255  

password Text 50  

Last_name Text 255  

email Text 255  

room Text  30  

user_type Text 30  

crtby Text 30 Created by 

uptby Text 30 Updated by 

crtdt date 30 Created date 

uptdt date 30 Updated date 

address Text 255  

LGA Text 255  

 

Table 4.1 User details table       Source: Author 
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Table 4.2: Reservation table 

Field name Data type Field size description 

reservation_id Integer 20  

ticket_id Integer 20  

first_name Text 255  

Last_name Text 255  

room Text  30  

crtby Text 30 Created by 

crtdt date 30 Created date 

uptdt date 30 Updated date 

notes Text 255  

 

 

Table 4.2: Reservation table 

Source: Author 
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The System Flowchart 
  
      

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.1: Flowchart 

Source: Author 
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Fig 4.2     Program Flowchart 

 

                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.2: Program Flowchart 
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Fig 4.3    Login Module 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Fig 4.3: Login Module 

Source: Author 
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Fig 4.4    Main Menu 
  

  

                    

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig 4.4: Main Menu 

Source: Author 
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Fig 4.5   Main Menu 

 

 

      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

Fig 4.4: Main Menu 

Source: Author 
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Fig 4.6 Admin Module 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

         

Fig 4.6: Admin Module                                                Source: Author 
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Fig 4.7  Check ticket 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

Fig 4.7: Check Ticket 

Source: Author 
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4.4 System Documentation and Implementation 

4.4.1 introduction 

Program documentation is used by the computer operator to execute 

program by the programmer in case there are problems with the program or if 

it needs modification. 

In program documentation, it explains the system design describing the 

functions of several aspects of the program. 

4.4.2 HOW TO USE THE SOFTWARE 

This section gives the detail on how to start and use this software to accomplish 

your task. The operator must ensure that MYSQL 5.0, Php 5.0, Apache 2.2 is 

installed in the system He/She is making use of. The steps are as follows: 

. Boot the computer . 

Click on start button . 

Select the program 

Select wamp from the program list and click Apache to start the server 

To access the application on the server just use the url, 
(http://localhost/hotel 

Reservation system) on a web browser like internet explorer. users who want 

to access the application from other systems connected to the server must 

reference the server using the url, http://!? Address of server/hotel reservation 

system. 
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 CONDUCIVE ENVIRONMENT 

This is the conditions that affect the program in order to run effectively this 

include: 

. Moderate temperature 

. Hardware and software specification 

. Proper installation 

. Effective power supply 

4.5 SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS 

System requirements involve the software and hardware requirement that will 

ensure the program runs on the computer system. 

4.5.1 SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS 

Software is a program that the computer executes when carrying out a task, 

such as data manipulation and calculation. Minimum software requirements 

for the system include: 

 Windows 98 or later operating system . 

MysQL database version 5.0 

. Apache web server version 2.2 

. Php version 5.0 

. Anti-virus software 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

5.0 SUMMARY , CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

5.1 SUMMARY 

The main objective in this study is to design a website that is user friendly 

has a secured payment system and can provide information to customers 

on where to get hotels accommodation at a considerable price. Using Imo 

Concord Hotel as a case study involves understudying the current system 

of reserving an accommodation at the hotel, critically looking at the ease 

and efficiency and then proffering a solution that will enhance 

productivity and prompt availability of services. Method applied in this 

work is Structured System Analysis and Design Methodology. 

During the course of doing this work, some challenges were encountered. 

This include the process of extracting information from the hotel 

management, creating a robust site that is always available to the 

customers and providing materials that will enhance this. 
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5.2 CONCLUSION 

Online Hotel Booking system is a Mile stone in our hospitality 

Industries. This is evident in the new way of making reservations and the 

ease with which this is achieved. The project has done the following: 

a) Provided a facelift to the hotels. 

b) Boosted the confidence of travellers 

c) Provided a marketing ground for hotel management 

d) Removed the problems of Middle men. 
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5.3 RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTHER RESEARCH 

This project work has evolved through the concerted and dogged efforts of the 

researchers. Development challenges such as: appropriate software 

development tools, versatility in the use of these development tools, hosting 

and registration costs, amongst others, were encountered.                   

Thus, the researchers recommend the following tips to computer science 

students and viable researchers: 

To extend the project work in the area of integrating world class e-commerce 
tools such as shopping carts. Merchant Accounts, Cash Registers, Online 
business proxies, etc.           
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Appendix 1 

Sample Output 

Payment Page 
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Home Page 
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Admin Page 
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Admin Login Page 
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Receipt Check Page 
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Send Ticket Page 
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Ticket Confirmation Page 
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Appendix I 

Program code 

<?php session_start(); 

//include('chk_session.php'); 

include("dbcon.php"); 

$fname=$_POST["Fname"]; 

$lname=$_POST["Lname"]; 

$uname=$_POST["Uname"]; 

$password=$_POST["Pwd"]; 

$email=$_POST["email"]; 

 

$textarea=$_POST["textarea"]; 

$LGA=$_POST["LGA"]; 

 

$status=$_POST["Status"]; 

$user_type=$_POST["ddltype"]; 

$cat=$_REQUEST["cat"]; 

$user_id=$_REQUEST["user_id"]; 

$u_id=$_SESSION["user_id"]; 

$dt=date('Y/m/d'); 

$cat = "add"; 

$status = 1; 

if($cat=="add") 

{ 

 $sql_query="select count(*) as cnt from userdetails where 

user_name='".$uname."'"; 
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    $sql_query1="select count(*) as cnt from userdetails where 

email='".$email."'"; 

 $ss=mysql_query($sql_query); 

    $qryem=mysql_query($sql_query1); 

 $rs=mysql_fetch_array($ss); 

    $rsem=mysql_fetch_array($qryem); 

    //echo $rs.'<br />'; 

  

 if($rs['cnt']>0 || $rsem['cnt']>0) 

 { 

        if($rs['cnt']>0) 

 

        {  $_SESSION['error_message'] =""; 

  $_SESSION['error_message'] = "your username already exists 

.Please use another!!"; 

      print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

  print "location.href='http://localhost/hotel reservation 

system/create_userdetails4_fidelix2.php'"; 

      print "</script>"; 

   //$_SESSION['error_message'] =""; 

        } 

        if($rsem['cnt']>0) 

   

        {  

   $_SESSION['error_message'] =""; 

  $_SESSION['error_message'] = "your Email address already exists 

.Please use another"; 
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     print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

  print "location.href='http://localhost/hotel reservation 

system/create_userdetails4_fidelix2.php'"; 

      print "</script>"; 

   //$_SESSION['error_message'] =""; 

        } 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  $sql_query="insert into 

userdetails(first_name,Last_name,user_name,password,email,status,user_type

,crtby,crtdt,uptby,address,LGA)values('".$fname."','".$lname."','".$uname."','".

$password."','".$email."','".$status."','$user_type','2','$dt','0','".$textarea."','".$

LGA."')"; 

  //$ss = mysql_query($sql_query) or die(mysql_error()); 

///////////////////////////////////////////// 

  if($ss=mysql_query($sql_query)) 

  { 

      print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

      print "location.href='http://localhost/hotel reservation 

system/login.php'"; 

      print "</script>"; 

   $_SESSION['error_message'] =""; 

  } 

  else 

  { 
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   print "<script language='Javascript'>";  

print "location.href='http://localhost/hotel reservation 

system/create_userdetails4_fidelix2.php'"; 

   print "</script>"; 

  } 

 } 

} 

 

?> 

//////////////////////////////////////// 

<?php  include('chk_session.php'); 

$dt=date('Y-m-d'); 

require('dbcon.php'); 

include('Logger.php'); 

$logger = new Logger; 

$ddlshowname=$_REQUEST["s_id"]; 

//echo $ddlshowname; 

$cat=$_REQUEST["cat"]; 

$First_Name=$_REQUEST["First_Name"]; 

$Last_Name=$_REQUEST["Last_Name"]; 

$_Code=$_REQUEST["_Code"]; 

$notes=$_REQUEST["Notes"]; 

$rbncover=$_REQUEST["rbncover"]; 

$r="oop"; 

$user_id=$_SESSION["user_id"]; 

$w_id=$_REQUEST["w_id"]; 

$dt=date('Y/m/d');  
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$dt2 = date('m/d/Y'); 

if($cat=="ins") 

{ 

    $ret=$logger->logmsg('WLKIDINS1', 'STARTING INSERT'); 

 $sql="select Max_seat,wbooking_seat,rbooking_seat from 

shows_update where Show_id='$ddlshowname'"; 

 $result=mysql_query($sql); 

 if($row=mysql_fetch_assoc($result)) 

 { 

  $booking_no=$row["Max_seat"]-

($row["wbooking_seat"]+$row["rbooking_seat"]); 

  /* 

        if($booking_no<=0) 

  { 

   print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

   print 

"location.href='reservin.php?smt=walshow&s_id=$ddlshowname&st=ns'"; 

   print "</script>"; 

   die(); 

  } 

        */ 

 

 } 

 $str_wlkin="WLK"; 

 $no=0; 

 $sql="select w_id from reserv_in_det order by w_id desc limit 1"; 

 $result=mysql_query($sql); 
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 if(mysql_num_rows($result)==0) 

 { 

  $str_wlkin="WLK0001"; 

        $ret=$logger->logmsg('WLKIDINS2', 'S_ID = '.$ddlshowname); 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  if($row=mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

  { 

   $no=$row[0]+1; 

  } 

  if(strlen($no)==1) 

  { 

  $str_wlkin=$str_wlkin."00".$no; 

  } 

  else if(strlen($no)==1) 

  { 

   $str_wlkin=$str_wlkin."0".$no; 

  } 

  else 

  { 

   $str_wlkin=$str_wlkin."0".$no; 

  } 

        $ret=$logger->logmsg('WLKIDINS3', 'S_ID = '.$ddlshowname.'; W_ID to be 

inserted = '.$no); 

 } //$dt=date('Y/m/d');  
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 $sql="insert into 

reserv_in_det(Reserv_In_Id,Reserv_In_Date,_Code,Show_id,First_Name,Last_N

ame,cover,crtby,notes,Teller_No)values('$str_wlkin','$dt2','$_Code','$ddlshow

name','$First_Name','$Last_Name','$rbncover','$user_id','$notes','0')"; 

//$row=mysql_query($sql)or die(mysql_error()); 

    if($row=mysql_query($sql)) 

 { 

        $ret=$logger->logmsg('WLKIDINS4', 'Insert success for '.$str_wlkin); 

  $sql="select wbooking_seat from shows_update where 

Show_id='$ddlshowname'"; 

  $result=mysql_query($sql); 

  if($row=mysql_fetch_assoc($result)) 

  { 

   $booking_no=$row["wbooking_seat"]+1; 

  } 

  $sql="update shows_update set wbooking_seat=$booking_no 

where Show_id='$ddlshowname'"; 

  mysql_query($sql); 

        $ret=$logger->logmsg('WLKIDINS5', 'Update success for avail seats for 

show id = '.$ddlshowname); 

        print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

  print 

"location.href='reservinlist.php?smt=walshow&s_id=$ddlshowname&st=ins'"; 

  print "</script>"; 

 } 

 else 

 { 
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        $ret=$logger->logmsg('WLKIDINS6', 'Error occurred while adding a new 

record to show id = '.$ddlshowname); 

  print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

  print 

"location.href='reservin.php?smt=walshow&s_id=$ddlshowname&st=er'"; 

  print "</script>"; 

 } 

} 

else if($cat=="ups") 

{ 

 $sql="update reserv_in_det set 

_Code='$_Code',First_Name='$First_Name',Last_Name='$Last_Name',cover='$

rbncover',crtby='$user_id',notes='$notes' where w_id=$w_id"; 

 if($row=mysql_query($sql)) 

  

 $sqlp="select _Code,cover from reserv_in_det,bank_transaction where 

reserv_in_det.cover= bank_transaction.Teller_No and w_id=$w_id"; 

 $resultp=mysql_query($sqlp); 

 if($row=mysql_query($resultp)) 

  

 {print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

  print "location.href='home.htm'"; 

  print "</script>";} 

  

 else {print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

  print 

"location.href='reservinlist.php?smt=walshow&s_id=$ddlshowname&st=ups'"; 
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  print "</script>"; 

 }  

 //reservinlist.php?smt=walshow 

} 

?> 

 

 

 

/////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

<?php  include('chk_session.php'); 

$dt=date('Y-m-d'); 

require('dbcon.php'); 

$ddlshowname=$_REQUEST["s_id"]; 

$cat=$_REQUEST["cat"]; 

$First_Name=$_REQUEST["First_Name"]; 

$Last_Name=$_REQUEST["Last_Name"]; 

$_Code=$_REQUEST["_Code"]; 

$rbncover=$_REQUEST["rbncover"]; 

$user_id=$_SESSION["user_id"]; 

$w_id=$_REQUEST["w_id"]; 

$dt=date('Y-m-d'); 

if($cat=="ins") 

{ 

 $sql="select Max_seat,wbooking_seat,rbooking_seat from 

shows_update where Show_id='$ddlshowname'"; 

 $result=mysql_query($sql); 

 if($row=mysql_fetch_assoc($result)) 
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 { 

  $booking_no=$row["Max_seat"]-

($row["wbooking_seat"]+$row["rbooking_seat"]); 

  if($booking_no<=0) 

  { 

   print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

   print 

"location.href='reservin.php?smt=walshow&s_id=$ddlshowname&st=ns'"; 

   print "</script>"; 

   die(); 

  } 

   

 } 

 $str_wlkin="WLK"; 

 $no=0; 

 $sql="select w_id from reserv_in_det order by w_id desc limit 1"; 

 $result=mysql_query($sql); 

 if(mysql_num_rows($result)==0) 

 { 

  $str_wlkin="WLK0001"; 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  if($row=mysql_fetch_array($result)) 

  { 

   $no=$row[0]+1; 

  } 
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  if(strlen($no)==1) 

  { 

  $str_wlkin=$str_wlkin."00".$no; 

  } 

  else if(strlen($no)==1) 

  { 

   $str_wlkin=$str_wlkin."0".$no; 

  } 

  else 

  { 

   $str_wlkin=$str_wlkin."0".$no; 

  } 

 } 

 $sql="insert into 

reserv_in_det(Reserv_In_Id,Reserv_In_Date,_Code,Show_id,First_Name,Last_N

ame,cover,crtby)values('$str_wlkin','$dt','$_Code','$ddlshowname','$First_Nam

e','$Last_Name','$rbncover','$user_id')"; 

 if($row=mysql_query($sql)) 

 { 

  $sql="select wbooking_seat from shows_update where 

Show_id='$ddlshowname'"; 

  $result=mysql_query($sql); 

  if($row=mysql_fetch_assoc($result)) 

  { 

   $booking_no=$row["wbooking_seat"]+1; 

  } 
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  $sql="update Shows_update set wbooking_seat=$booking_no 

where Show_id='$ddlshowname'"; 

  mysql_query($sql); 

  print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

  print 

"location.href='reservinlist.php?smt=walshow&s_id=$ddlshowname&st=ins'"; 

  print "</script>"; 

 } 

 else 

 { 

  print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

  print 

"location.href='reservin.php?smt=walshow&s_id=$ddlshowname&st=er'"; 

  print "</script>"; 

 } 

} 

else if($cat=="ups") 

{ 

 $sql="update  reserv_in_det set 

_Code='$_Code',First_Name='$First_Name',Last_Name='$Last_Name',cover='$

rbncover',crtby='$user_id' where w_id=$w_id"; 

 if($row=mysql_query($sql)) 

 { 

  print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

  print 

"location.href='reservinlist.php?smt=walshow&s_id=$ddlshowname&st=ups'"; 

  print "</script>"; 
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 } 

 else 

 { 

  print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

  print 

"location.href='reservinlist.php?smt=walshow&st=er&s_id=$ddlshowname'"; 

  print "</script>"; 

 }//reservinlist.php?smt=walshow 

} 

?> 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

 

<?php require_once('dbcon.php'); 

$Show_Name=addslashes($_REQUEST["Show_Name"]); 

$Show_from=addtld($_REQUEST["Show_from"]); 

$Show_desc=addtld($_REQUEST["Show_desc"]); 

 $fromdate=addtld($_REQUEST["fromdate"]); 

 //$fhiddendate=addtld($_REQUEST["hdnDate"]); 

 $Showday=addtld($_REQUEST["txtshowDay"]); 

//if(strlen($fromdate)>10) 

//{ 

//$var1=$fromdate; 

 

//} 

//else 

//{ 

//$var1=$fhiddendate; 
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//} 

 

$Show_Time=addtld($_REQUEST["Show_Time"]); 

$Cover_Charg=addtld($_REQUEST["Cover_Charg"]); 

$Max_seat=addtld($_REQUEST["Max_seat"]); 

$Notes=addtld($_REQUEST["Notes"]); 

$cat=addtld($_REQUEST["cat"]); 

$s_id=addtld($_REQUEST["s_id"]); 

  //$fromdate1=split("/",$fromdate); 

   

 //$fromdate=$fromdate1[2]."/".$fromdate1[0]."/".$fromdate1[1]; 

   

if($cat=="ins") 

{ 

 $str="select * from shows_update where show_Name='$Show_Name' 

and Show_date='$fromdate' ";// and Show_Time='$Show_Time'"; 

  

 $res=mysql_query($str);  

 if(mysql_num_rows($res)==0) 

 { 

 $insertSQL ="INSERT INTO shows_update (Show_Name,Show_from, 

Show_desc, Show_date, Showday , Show_Time, Cover_Charg, 

Max_seat,Notes,Available_Seat) VALUES ('$Show_Name', 

'$Show_from','$Show_desc', '$fromdate', '$Showday', '$Show_Time', 

'$Cover_Charg', '$Max_seat','$Notes','$Max_seat')"; 

 

   if($Result1 = mysql_query($insertSQL)) 
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   { 

   print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

   print "location.href='addshow.php?st=ins'"; 

   print "</script>"; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

     print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

   print "location.href='addshow.php?st=er'"; 

   print "</script>"; 

   } 

 } 

 else 

 { 

   print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

   print "location.href='addshow.php?st=ex'"; 

   print "</script>"; 

 } 

 

} 

else if($cat=="ups") 

{ 

 $str="select * from shows_update where show_Name='$Show_Name' 

and Show_date='$fromdate' and Show_Time='$Show_Time' and 

Show_id!='$s_id'"; 

 $res=mysql_query($str);  

 if(mysql_num_rows($res)==0) 
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 { 

  $insertSQL ="update  shows_update set 

Show_Name='$Show_Name', 

Show_from='$Show_from',Show_desc='$Show_desc', Show_date='$fromdate', 

Showday='$Showday', Show_Time='$Show_Time',Cover_Charg=$Cover_Charg, 

Max_seat='$Max_seat',Notes='$Notes',Available_Seat='$Max_seat' where 

Show_id='$s_id'"; 

    if($Result1 = mysql_query($insertSQL)) 

   { 

   print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

   print "location.href='showup.php?st=ups'"; 

   print "</script>"; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

     print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

   print "location.href='ShowUpdate.php?st=er'"; 

   print "</script>"; 

   } 

 } 

 else 

 { 

   print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

   print "location.href='ShowUpdate.php?st=ex'"; 

   print "</script>"; 

 } 

} 
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else if($cat=="del") 

{ 

 $insertSQL ="delete from  shows_update  where Show_id='$s_id'"; 

   if($Result1 = mysql_query($insertSQL)) 

   { 

   print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

   print "location.href='ShowUpdate.php?st=del'"; 

   print "</script>"; 

   } 

   else 

   { 

     print "<script language='Javascript'>"; 

   print "location.href='ShowUpdate.php?st=er'"; 

   print "</script>"; 

   } 

} 

 

?> 

////////////////////////////////////////// 

<?php include('chk_session.php'); 

require('dbcon.php'); 

$dt=date('m/d/Y'); 

$Show_id=$_REQUEST["s_id"];  

$w_id=$_REQUEST["w_id"]; 

$_SESSION ["Show_id"] = $Show_id; 

$_SESSION ["w_id"] = $w_id; 
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if(!isset($w_id)) 

    $w_id=0; 

if(!isset($Show_id)) 

    $Show_id=0; 

 

$qury1="select * from reserv_in_det  where w_id=$w_id"; 

$results=mysql_query($qury1); 

if($row=mysql_fetch_assoc($results)) 

{ 

$Last_Name=$row["Last_Name"]; 

$First_Name=$row["First_Name"]; 

$Reserv_in_id=$row["Reserv_In_Id"]; 

$cover=$row["cover"]; 

$_Code=$row["_Code"]; 

$notes=$row["Notes"]; 

} 

?> 

<!DOCTYPE html PUBLIC "-//W3C//DTD XHTML 1.0 Transitional//EN" 

"http://www.w3.org/TR/xhtml1/DTD/xhtml1-transitional.dtd"> 

<html xmlns="http://www.w3.org/1999/xhtml"> 

<!-- DW6 --> 

<head> 

<!-- Copyright 2005 Macromedia, Inc. All rights reserved. --> 

<link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="includes/newie.css"> 

<link rel="stylesheet" href="mm_health_nutr.css" type="text/css" /> 
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